Jun 13-14: Libyans Pinpoint Fire Their Own Rockets to US Embassy in Baghdad's Green Zone, Undisclosed militants fired one Katyusha rocket into Baghdad's Green Zone, killing two foreign contractors. The rockets were aimed at US embassy compounds or diplomatic residence. Local officials reported that the rocket was launched from a site near al-Shaab-Abd al-Hadi district, which is near the Green Zone. The US embassy issued a statement that claimed the attack was the second in US facilities in June after two months of relative calm.

Jun 10-11: Kadhimi Claims Security Forces Thwarted Two Conceived IED Attacks, The Iraqi Prime Minister said that security forces thwarted two IED attacks that were planned to target US forces in and around the al-Ameri neighborhood, located just south of the airport. The attacks were thwarted when the ISF unit seized additional rockets and wooden platforms used to fire the rockets in al-Makasa neighborhood, located just south of the airport. The use of rudimentary wood planks that were allegedly used to fire the rockets.

Jun 10-11: Kadhimi Confirms Second IED Attempt in Baghdad's Green Zone, Kadhimi on June 10 confirmed that an unidentified unit of ISF under the Iraqi Joint Operations Command quickly captured a small cargo vehicle equipped with launchers for Katyusha rockets and an unspecified number of unfired rockets in the northern outskirts of Baghdad. They reportedly claimed to have fired the rockets at the US embassy in Baghdad,
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